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bacKground noisE

6EQUJ5 Wow!
Jerry R. Ehman

From the “Big Ear” Observatory

Disrupting the intensity of the search squarely at its center,
the improbable encounter with your essence,
a signal for the origin of existence.
Breaking
the Great Silence, noise from a background cosmos
where you may be,
or not. Investigating
infinite dark space, riddled with rotations and trails,
the exact location where you do not exist,
intelligence of an alien world that is and isn’t yours.
Knowing and not knowing yourself
part of a Whole, insignificant, vain.
Sinking into space, seeking its sign and course, a message or its emptiness,
your DNA test,
reefs of ciphers and constellations, 
your floating
bottle.

There’s no life behind you,
just your death notice
and a background wail.
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in sEarch oF Equilibrium

. . . c’est la vérité qui cache qu’il n’y en a pas.
Jean Baudrillard

Seeking equilibrium, the primary idea.
Oscillating between self
and reflection.
Investigating, weightless and obstinate in my spacesuit,
into the possible heart of the theorem,
possible slant
from this illusory cartography that names and programs us.

Pointless and alone
I investigate, nomad afloat, deciphering the origin,
my utopic existence as a self
in effigies and nodes, in networks that spit me out and loop to fictitious similar
selves.

Meanwhile
I multiply circuits and wired algorithms, they swell and
diminish me,
return a punctual me, a mechanical me,
obedient, servile to a system I ingest and propound
from my exposed body,
unerring reference.  The nothingness
I am.

And I go on floating, seeking equilibrium,
the primary inflection,
origin and norm of my dim restlessness and disturbed viscera.
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The real does not exist,
just an essence of perpetual calibration
without design, or will.
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And “Immortality”
mildews …

in the museums of the moon.
Mina Loy, The Lost Lunar Baedecker

losT in ThE lunar zonE,

lost on that thread and guide, where fruit from cornucopia
distends into white powder
absent Eros, a favored, obso
       lete
Love.

Mina stretches thin at the horn’s apex
and breaks the line
makes it into name, shudders, points at your jugular. 

And she trains the orb-white, ink-blind, retina-gaze
of the
moon.
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WinTEr masquEradEs

Devils cross gullies to parade their claws
and fangs.
Carochos leap and break through smoke,
chase the girls,
tongue the becoming of a cosmic pregnant chaos.

Horns with oranges on their points lift skirts
and lick rumps.
With the phallus in cloven hoofs, touching foreheads, they find
agreeable orifices
for the Dionysian horn.
Night falls.

The Obisparra procession sobs like a funeral.
The Cencerrón is seductive in colorful rags.
The Moladillo sings. The Filandorra
takes a piss.

Mitra is born into a stone cradle
and shepherds present their gifts.
The moment repeats,
parades its access to flesh and libations.
Demeter prepares for the annual rite, for the seedtime,
as women dance and expose
their vulvas.

The moment repeats acrobatically,
obsolete.
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The solstice imposes its exercise in rupture
and presents excess to the goddess. Born
is the new year.

Moon pervades the ritual, moves a checker

and loses the game.


